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A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel Principles was written both as a
personal study guide and as a teacher’s manual. As you study it, seeking the Spirit
of the Lord, you can grow in your understanding and testimony of God the Father,
Jesus Christand His Atonement, and the Restoration of the gospel. You can find
answers to life’s questions, gain an assurance of your purpose and self-worth, and
face personal and family challenges with faith.

It's All About Jesus Bible Storybook (padded)
Read about how awesome God is and how you can follow Jesus all your life. This
early reader 16-page book teaches kids about the Bible and character traits.

I Can Follow Jesus
An excellent way to introduce classic Bible stories to your toddler. Each story is
retold using clear and simple language, supported by exciting and colourful
illustrations by Helen Prole. This Bible covers 63 favourite stories from Old and New
Testaments, with only two to three lines of text per page, and Scripture references
throughout. You'll soon discover why the Candle Bible for Toddlers has become a
favourite on family bookshelves all over the world.
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Kids' Travel Guide to the Beatitudes
From the popular Instant Bible Lessons series, enjoy the top 50 fully reproducible
newly updated bible lessons for Preschoolers (ages: 2-5). This great resource
comes with quick, age-appropriate and easy-to-use activities in an updated format.
You can use this reproducible book as a weekend currifulcum or fir mid-week
teaching opportunities, enough for a whole year's worth of lessons. Each lesson is
volunteer freindly and child approved. Packed with puzzles, games, crafts, and
awesome Bible storeis, these kids' Bible lessons will keep your preschoolers
activiely invovled in creative learning.

Gospel Principles
Jesus taught with hands-on lessons and illustrations. The Hands-On Bibleuses the
same experience-based learning to communicate God's Word in an active,
understandable way. With hundreds of fun, memorable activities, the Hands-On
Bibleis packed with activities and experiences that invite kids to crawl inside the
Scriptures and do God's Word! Exciting Bible features include: 102 Hands-On Bible
Experiences 52 Key Verse Activities 31 Bible Hero Biographies 16 Bible Bonanza
Experiences 82 Jesus Connections 66 Bible Book Intros 69 Fun Facts "Where to
Turn When I'm . . ." index Kid-friendly Q and A 28 full-color tip-in pages Charts and
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maps The family devotions and Bible reading plan content is available online at
myhandsonbible.com, along with some downloads.The New Living Translation is an
authoritative Bible translation rendered faithfully into today's English from the
ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT's scholarship and clarity
breathe life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages--but even
more powerful are stories of how people's lives are changing as the words speak
directly to their hearts.

The Children's Bible in 365 Stories
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time
ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers and lifelong fans to
continue the legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even
wider audience. Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in
a format other than hardcover. Since it was first published fifty years ago, Shel
Silverstein's poignant picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching
interpretation of the gift of giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to
love in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's
book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also
the creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap
Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the
perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where
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the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump
the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks,
Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!

Legend of the Candy Cane
What would it be like for modern readers to sit down beside Jesus as he explained
the Bible to them? What life-changing insights might emerge from such a
transformative encounter? Lois Tverberg knows the treasures that await readers
willing to learn how to read the Bible through Jewish eyes. By helping them
understand the Bible as Jesus and his first-century listeners would have, she
bridges the gaps of time and culture in order to open the Bible to readers today.
Combining careful research with engaging prose, Tverberg leads us on a journey
back in time to shed light on how this Middle Eastern people approached life, God,
and each other. She explains age-old imagery that we often misinterpret, allowing
us to approach God and the stories and teachings of Scripture with new eyes. By
helping readers grasp the perspective of its original audience, she equips them to
read the Bible in ways that will enrich their lives and deepen their understanding.

Hands-On Bible NLT (Leatherlike, Dark Gray/Blue Cross)
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Top 50 Instant Bible Stories for Elementary comes with quick, age appropriate and
easy to use activities. You can use this great resource as a weekend curriculum or
a mid-week teaching opportuity. Each lesson is volunteer friendly and child
approved.

Young Children and Worship
Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and
Contributions to Periodicals (January - June)

Instant Bible Lessons: God's Servants Teach Me: Preschoolers
Revised, updated, and packed series includes creative programs designed for
ministries with mixed-age classes of children ages 4-12 with 13 lessons

The One Year Book of Devotions for Preschoolers
100 Bible Stories will soon be hidden in your child's heart and bursting out in song.
From Genesis and Revelation to Psalms, Proverbs, and Jesus' parables, children will
read their favorite Bible story. Bible truths and Life Action Applications will help
your child take these Biblical teachings to heart. 100 kid-friendly Bible stories with
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adorable illustrations is a unique experience the whole family will enjoy!

Jesus Storybook Bible
Based on the best-selling Bible storybook of our time, this 30-lesson curriculum
introduces children to the stories of the Bible through fun and engaging teaching
and activities.

All-in-One Sunday School
Does your family need a five-star general at the helm? A psychologist? A referee?
Ken Blanchard, best-selling co-author of The One Minute Manager and Lead Like
Jesus, points to a better role model: the Son of God. Joined by veteran parents and
authors Phil Hodges and Tricia Goyer, renowned business mentor Blanchard shows
how every family member benefits when parents take the reins as servant-leaders.
Moms and dads will see themselves in a whole new light—as life-changers who get
their example, strength, and joy from following Jesus at home. This user-friendly
book’s practical principles and personal stories mark the path to a truly Christcentered family, where integrity, love, grace, self-sacrifice, and forgiveness make
all the difference.
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13 Most Important Bible Lessons for Kids about Living for Jesus
These lessons help young readers increase their vocabulary of Bible words, believe
that the Bible is God's Word, use Bible references to find Bible verses, and
celebrate their new knowledge. A 52-Week Bible Journey–Just for Kids!Route 52™ is
a Bible-based journey that will take kids through the Bible every year from age 6 to
8. Every lesson features: Scripturally sound themes Culturally relevant, hands-on
activities Age-appropriate Bible-learning challenge Reproducible life-application
activity pages Route 52™ Bible lessons will help kids learn the Bible and how to
apply it to their lives at their own level of spiritual development. These
reproducible Bible lessons are appropriate for Bible school, children's church, youth
group, kids club, and midweek Bible study programs.

Easter Is Coming!
Kids really do say the darndest things. And in this humorous book by Carey
Kinsolving and friends, the reader will be amused and sometimes amazed at the
whimsical yet wise ways that children view God. With material taken from
Kinsolving's weekly syndicated column, Kids Talk About God is a delightful
collection of children's answers to questions likme: How can God be everywhere at
one time? What do angels look like? Who made God? Why do we die?
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TOP 50 INSTANT BIBLE LESSONS F
An illustrated collection of 365 stories retold from the Bible, from Genesis to
Revelation.

100 Bible Stories, 100 Bible Songs
Devotional time is usually “quiet time”—a moment to sit and reflect on Scripture
and connect with God. Hands-On Bible: 365 Devotions for Kids will reignite and
energize your family devotions. Your kids will be giggling, singing, dancing,
creating, and getting excited about the Bible all while praising God and growing
closer to Him. Each of the 365 action-filled devotions comes to life with fun
activities and games using regular household items. No need to run out and buy
extra supplies! With Hands-On Bible: 365 Devotions for Kids, your children will get
into the Bible, and the Bible will get into their hearts, giving them a priceless
foundation of faith in God.

Candle Bible for Toddlers
Help little ones understand that God created each part of their bodies so they can
enjoy life and everything in it. In this delightful padded cover board book by wellPage 9/22
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known author and family therapist Leslie Parrott, children can follow along with
Toucan––with a great big nose––as he helps them learn God loves each one of
them completely.

God Made You Nose to Toes
Teachers will find everything they need to offer meaningful, fun lessons in these
96-page books. Geared for ages 5-10, each volume includes materials for eight
extended sessions.

Bible Stories for Growing Kids
The Kids' Travel Guide series takes children from kindergarten through 5th grade
on life-impacting explorations that engage them with activities, stories, prayer, and
much more. Each of the seven themed Kids' Travel Guides includes 13 imaginative,
interactive Bible lessons. Lead your Sunday school or midweek program on a travel
adventure packed with fun activities, creative options, and take-home pages that
kids tuck into their very own travel journals. The world is a scary place, but God is
greater than it all! Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God is the newest edition of
the Kids' Travel Guide series taking your kids on a 13-week Scripture-based
exploration of the armor of God. Lead them to have a faith so bold they'll be able
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to stand firm in the midst of terrifying or unclear situations. Children will explore
how to be strong in the decisions they make and in relationships with others. It's
an exciting travel experience with pit-stops on prayer, self-discovery, and spiritual
commitment. Additional Features include: Tour Guide Tips: Ideas teachers can use
to adapt the lesson for different ages. Items to Pack: Supplies and props for the
journey. Scenic Routes: to give you more creative options for kids. Fun Facts: Jokes
and interesting tidbits related to the lesson. Reproducible Handouts: Games, and
journal "souvenirs". Kids' Travel Guide Series includes: Kids' Travel Guide to the
Beatitudes (9781470704230) Kids' Travel Guide to the Lord's Prayer
(9780764425240) Kids' Travel Guide to the 10 Commandments (9780764422249)
Kids' Travel Guide to the Parables (9780764470134) Kids' Travel Guide to the 23rd
Psalm (9780764440052) Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruit of the Spirit
(9780764423901) Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God (9780764426957)

77 Fairly Safe Science Activities for Illustrating Bible Lessons
La Biblia para niños – Historias de Jesús edición especial bilingüe cuenta la historia
que subyace detrás de todas las otras historias de la Biblia. En el centro de la
misma se encuentra un niño, el niño del cual dependería todo. Cada relato susurra
su nombre. Desde los tiempos de Noé, Moisés y el gran rey David, toda historia
apunta hacia él. Es como la pieza que falta en un rompecabezas la pieza que hace
que todas las demás encajen en su lugar. Desde el Antiguo Testamento hasta el
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Nuevo Testamento, conforme la historia se desenvuelve, los niños recogerán los
indicios y armarán el rompecabezas. Siendo una Biblia como ninguna otra, la Biblia
para niños – Historias de Jesús invita a los niños a unirse en la mayor de todas las
aventuras para descubrir por sí mismos que Jesús está en el centro de la gran
historia divina de la salvación y en el centro de la historia de ellos también.

Kids Talk about God
What causes poverty, and what am I supposed to do about it? This book reminds
readers that even as we are responsible for pursuing biblical solutions to poverty,
our hope for truly resolving it comes not from the good we do, but from the return
of Christ, who will put an end to all sin, suffering, and death as he brings about the
new creation.

The Beginner's Bible Curriculum Kit
Following the popular Instant Bible Lessons format, this series contains activities
that will challenge and delight preschoolers. Every book provides eight lessons that
will help little ones learn more about God's love for them!

Awaiting a Savior: The Gospel, the New Creation and the End
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of Poverty
Nothing captures the attention of young people (and adults) like a creative object
lesson. This hands-on book gives pastors, teachers, speakers, and homeschoolers
77 exciting science activities that reveal the order and grandeur of creation and
encourage an appreciation of all God has made. These easy experiments illustrate
the laws of nature, teach Bible principles, and affirm God's power as Creator. With
catchy or unexpected results, the demonstrations make Bible truth unforgettable.
The clearly explained experiments use common household objects, require little
setup, and are illustrated with pictures and diagrams.

Biblia para niños, Historias de Jesús / The Jesus Storybook
Bible
This Bible storybook contains 100 stories which combine text and digital pop-ups
(tm) to make the Bible come to life for young readers.

My Good Shepherd
Presents daily devotional stories with a Bible verse and a "Little Blessings"
illustration.
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The New Bible in Pictures for Little Eyes
What child does not love to receive mail? What if your child could receive, open,
and read his or her own personal mail from God? Love Letters from God invites
them to do just that! With 18 of the most popular Bible stories, each story is
accompanied by a special and encouraging letter tucked away in its own lift-theflap envelope. Love Letters from God is the first book in the series written by
Glenys Nellist. Unique features include: 18 letters from God, enclosed in a page
pull out envelope, and personalization space to write your child’s name on each
letter Gorgeous, bright illustrations by Sophie Allsopp 9 stories from the Old
Testament and 9 stories from the New Testament This picture book is perfect for
ages 4–8 and is great for birthdays, Easter baskets, Valentine’s Day, holiday gift
giving, or as an addition to your child’s home library. Check out other titles from
this series, Love Letters from God: Bible Stories for a Girl’s Heart, Easter Love
Letters from God: Bible Stories, and Christmas Love Letters from God: Bible
Stories.

Kids' Travel Guide to the Armor of God
Teenagers with a firm faith foundation, who know what they believe and why,
aren't easily swayed by others who might challenge their faith. Lessons use activePage 14/22
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learning techniques to hold teenagers' interest and keep them involved, and each
lesson gives a biblical perspective to faith issues, such as Creation and Jesus'
return. With concise and easy-to-use handouts, teachers will be able to help
teenagers learn these vital concepts with ease.

The Activity Bible
If you are a parent, grandparent, pastor, or teacher looking for a way to teach the
children in your life about God’s never stopping, never giving up, unbreaking,
always and forever love, look no further than The Jesus Storybook Bible. What
makes The Jesus Storybook Bible different from other kids’ Bibles? While other
kids’ Bibles contain stories from the Old and New Testaments, The Jesus Storybook
Bible tells the Story beneath all the stories in the Bible, pointing to Jesus as our
Savior. From the Old Testament through the New Testament, as the Story unfolds,
children will clearly see that Jesus is at the center of God’s great story of salvation
– and at the center of their story too. The Jesus Storybook Bible: Visually brings
scripture to life for children ages 4–12 Contains 21 stories from the Old Testament
& 23 stories from the New Testament Presents the best-loved stories of the Bible in
an easy-to-understand format Features the bestselling writing of Sally Lloyd-Jones
& award-winning illustrations of Jago Includes a durable hardcover and bright
illustrations Is also ideal for adults looking to explore the Bible in a new way The
Jesus Storybook Bible has sold over 2 million copies! Check out the rest of the
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series, The Jesus Storybook Bible Coloring Book, and the text-based version, The
Story of God’s Love for You.

Instant Bible Lessons for Toddlers
Mommy and her little ones are settling in for story time, and this time it’s the
biblical story of Easter that she’s telling. As the youngsters hear God’s tale unfold
with its sometimes somber notes about sin and death, they are softly and
continually reminded, “But Easter is coming!” By the end of the book, the
anticipation has built and the children can celebrate the ending and the glory of
Easter Sunday. In a time when children’s Easter excitement often focuses on only
egg hunts and candy, this book offers a different—and true—reason for joy and
expectancy. It's designed to be read and reread on the days leading up to Easter,
telling the greatest story and building a sense of anticipation and celebration in
little hearts. Go to bhkids.com to find this book's Parent Connection, an easy tool to
help moms and dads (or anyone else who loves kids) discuss the book's message
with their child. We're all about connecting parents and kids to each other and to
God's Word.

TOP 50 INSTANT BIBLE LESSONS F
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Christian parents have a responsibility to make sure their children know and love
God's Word. But what if you struggle as a parent to read the Bible yourself. How
can you pass a love for God's Word along to your children if you struggle with it
yourself? That was Carrie Ward's story. Until God gave her a plan to help her
develop a consistent time in the Word, right along with her children. Readers will
walk together with Carrie Ward, an everyday mama, as she journeys through the
Bible with her small children one chapter a day. As her children re-enact the Bible
stories readers will be able to see Scripture through the eyes of a child. Parents will
learn how to impart God's truth to their children day by day, and will see its
transformative power on their families. Together: Growing Appetites for God is an
easy read and includes helpful tools for scripture memorization and charts to follow
progress through the Bible. A True Woman Book The goal of the True Woman
publishing line is to encourage women to: Discover, embrace, and delight in God's
divine design and mission for their lives Reflect the beauty and heart of Jesus
Christ to their world Intentionally pass the baton of Truth on to the next generation
Pray earnestly for an outpouring of God's Spirit in their families, churches, nation
and world

Instant Bible Lessons
Here's the perfect first Bible for the very young children. It's a thrill for parents to
buy their children their first Bible. How do you choose? The Bible in Pictures for
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Little Eyes has been a favorite for over four decades, with short illustrated Bible
stories written in simple language. Now, The New Bible in Pictures for Little Eyes
features entirely updated artwork. This easily portable edition is the perfect
interactive way to share the truths of the Bible with the youngest ones in your life.
Even little children can understand great truths when told to them in simple words.
And when pictures are added, doubly indelible impressions are made that can last
forever. This book can be read to children aged approximately 3 1/2 to 6 years with
wonderful results!

Hands-On Bible 365 Devotions for Kids
The authors have devised an exciting way to introduce three- to - seven year olds
to the wonder of worship. Activities are developed around the order of worship
commonly used in Reformed churches: assemble in God's name; proclaim, give
thanks to and go in God's name.

Reading the Bible with Rabbi Jesus
Simplified retellings of eighty-six Bible stories.

Follow the Bible
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Complete Bible learning lesson for kids ages 1 - 3. Each lesson begins with a Bible
Story followed by clever visuals teachers can make to enhance learning. Then a
variety of themed puzzles, games, crafts and snacks allow teachers flexiblity in
shaping the biblical message for their classes.

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
From the popular Instant Bible Lessons series, enjoy this fully reproducible lesson
book for preschoolers (ages 3-5). From A-Z, these reproducible lessons guide
children through the Bible, using the alphabet to help little ones focus on key
points. Children learn their ABC's and foundational truths from God's word at the
same time. Volunteer and parent friendly, each lesson is easy to use and ready to
go. You can use this reproducible book as a weekend curriculum or anytime you
have young ones together. Keep your preschoolers actively involved in creative
Bible learning and review early education basics at the same time with over
seventy hands-on, interactive activities. Best-selling points - 26 fun-filled Bible
lessons--one for each letter of the alphabet - Quick and easy-to-use resource for
teachers and parents - Each lesson moves through the Bible - Includes Bible lesson
with step-by-step instructions, ageappropriate craft, alphabet sheet, and fun
activities - Versatile! Can be used for weekend classes, midweek teaching, or
homeschooling - Volunteer friendly and reproducible
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Love Letters from God
Explore What Jesus Shared in the Sermon on the Mount!Jesus left no doubt that
being a Christian can be hard; but because of Gods promises, each of us can
experience his blessings. These 13 Sunday school lessons help kids discover a
wealth of wisdom about how to live a life full of blessingseven when things get
tough. And theyll learn firsthand about all the wonderful ways God shows his love
in their lives, no matter the circumstances.All of the hands-on sessions include
loads of Scripture, activities, and mementos to help kids learn for a lifetime. Plus,
you get heaps of easy teacher tips and extra creative options to make the most of
your sessions. Pack your bags and buckle up for an adventure full of surprises with
Jesus!

Together
Lead Your Family Like Jesus
Simple text and illustrations retell Bible stories from the Old and New Testaments,
each of which is followed by a "growing time" section that includes interesting
facts, the moral of the story, and discussion questions.
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Instant Bible Lessons for Preschoolers
With over 500,000 copies sold, The Legend of the Candy Cane is an endearing and
timeless Christmas story that doesn’t lose sight of the true meaning of the
holidays. This edition of the holiday classic by Lori Walberg features vibrant
illustrations by New York Times bestselling illustration Richard Cowdrey. One dark
November night, a stranger rides into a small prairie town. Who is he? Why has he
come? The townspeople wish he were a doctor, a dressmaker, or a trader. Then a
young girl named Lucy befriends the newcomer. When he reveals his identity and
shares with her the legend of the candy cane, she discovers fulfillment of her
wishes and the answer to her town’s dream. Now will she share what she has
learned? The Legend of the Candy Cane is a beautiful picture book for ages 4-8,
and focuses on the: Importance of Jesus as it explains the Christian symbolism
behind candy canes Miracle of Christmas and why the occasion is celebrated With
vibrant illustrations and a timeless story, The Legend of the Candy Cane is the
perfect read for the Advent and Christmas season.
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